Agenda:

- Introductions and elements of the various calendars (preferably presented by creators)
- Questions, constructive comments...
- Edits needed?
- Discussion on board presentation -- thoughts? Known expectations? Who would like to present? Who would like to create our slides for presentation?

Exit task: Choose a calendar to present, choose a presentation team.

Kathy – Toppenish Site Visit – extended calendar with combination of “Wildcat” Academy. Allow for remediation and extension. Drawback at Toppenish is staffing. Haven’t done it long enough for firm data, but there has been a lot of positive feedback, and high attendance. Teachers felt positive, rested, ready to tackle. Kids were very excited to be back at school after every break. Another teacher didn’t like it because his kids were in a different system.

Balanced Calendar(s) – Tiger Academy schedule – buy back days from December to apply to 4H/FFA/Fair day

Check calendar for corrections
Present Tiger Academy Balanced Calendar to the board
Kathy makes changes to TA calendar
Two calendars to present with and without TA
Kathy, Jessica, Jarred present at board meeting
Jess start Google Slide and share to create presentation